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Abstract
We propose an online adaptive synchronization
method for leader-follower networks of heterogeneous agents. Synchronization is achieved using
a distributed Model Reference Adaptive Control
(DMRAC-RL) that enables the improved performance of Reinforcement Learning (RL)-trained
policies on a reference model. The leader observes the performance of the reference model,
and the followers observe the states and actions of
the agents they are connected to, but not the reference model. Notably, both the leader and followers models might differ from the reference model
the RL-control policy was trained. DMRAC-RL
uses an internal loop that adjusts the learned policy for the agents in the form of an augmented
input to solve the distributed control problem. Numerical examples of the synchronization of a network of inverted pendulums support our theoretical findings.

1. Introduction
The outstanding interest in cooperative control of multiagent systems (MAS) stems from current and future critical
applications such as autonomous multi-vehicles systems,
resource allocation in networks, synchronization in power
systems, and many more (Lewis et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2017). Consensus-based control strategies have been pervasive in developing cooperative control in MAS, and extensive literature is available beginning with the seminar works
(Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1989; Olfati-Saber et al., 2007), and
recent literature reviews (Cao et al., 2012; Kia et al., 2019).
Most of these successful applications of cooperative control
have been model-based.
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Increasing theoretical understanding of the Reinforcement
Learning (RL) methodologies has turned this framework
into a practical option to develop data-based robust and efficient controllers (Recht, 2019). However, this is not an easy
task as there are many challenges to consider when implementing these techniques in autonomous agents in real-life
applications. One of the most critical challenges identified is
the enormous variability of the results after multiple trials of
the techniques on the same problem as presented in (Recht,
2019). The difference between the behaviors presented by
the agents in simulation compared to the behaviors that occur in reality, called the reality gap, as presented in (Tan
et al., 2018) and the cost (in time and energy) that it represents to test directly on the agent of interest compared to the
cost required by the simulations (Koos et al., 2013).
Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) for leaderfollower models have materialized as an important framework in adaptive control strategies for systems with uncertainty parameters (Nguyen et al., 2008; Nguyen, 2018)
under online parameters adjustment.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for adaptive synchronization of heterogeneous agents using a learned policy.
Leader-follower synchronization is achieved using a distributed MRAC (DMRAC) that improves the performance
of a policy defined by an RL-trained algorithm. This policy is initially adjusted given the difference between a real
system and a reference model. This development is integrated with a distributed reference-based framework for
online-policy synchronization. A stability analysis using
Lyapunov’s theory is presented, guaranteeing the convergence of the proposed algorithm. Finally, simulation results
for synchronizing a network of inverted pendulums network
support our theoretical findings and allow its application in
emulation systems.
The abstract is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the optimal leader-follower synchronization problem. Section 3 shows the proposed distributed MRAC-RL and its
stability analysis. Section 4 presents some simulation results
and finally, in Section5 some conclusions are drawn.
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2. Problem Formulation
In this section, we introduce a leader-follower synchronization with a reference model problem. Consider a set of N
agents, represented as a continuous deterministic dynamic
system of the form
ẋi = Ai xi + bi ui ,

i ∈ [1, ..., N ] ,

Leader with Reference Model

(1)

where xi ∈ Rn are the agent states, ui ∈ Rp is the control
input, Ai is an unknown matrix associated to the agent
states, bi are known input vectors. The heterogeneity of
the system is handled with Ai 6=Aj and bi 6=bj . Moreover,
define a reference model as
ẋm = Am xm + bm um ,

E}) for i ∈ [2, . . . , N ]. Such that, e1 = x1 − xm and
eij = xi − xj asymptotically go to zero. Figure 1 shows a
representation of the communication structure and control
of the main objective.

(2)

Policy
(π)

MRAC-RL

Remark 1. Note that our goal is not to study the efficiency
of RL controllers or to compare RL training methods. Instead, we seek to use a policy trained on a reference model,
on a system with potentially different parameters.
We define agents as a leader or leaders as the set of agents
with access to the policy π(·), and the state and control
action of the reference model, i.e., (um , xm ). Without loss
of generality, we assume there is only one leader and denote
it as agent 1.
Moreover, we assume all agents are connected over a network G(V, E), with V = [1, · · · , N ] as the set of nodes or
agents, and E as the set of edges, such that (j, i) ∈ E if
agent j is an in-neighbor of agent i. The adjacency matrix
of the graph G is defined as A = [aij ] where aii = 0 and
aij = 1 if (j, i) ∈ E, where i 6= j.
Assumption 1. The communications graph G is unweighted,
directed and, acyclic. The graph contains a directed spanning tree with the leader as the root node.
A follower agent is defined as not having access to the
policy π(·), nor the states or actions of the reference model.
Follower agents can only observe the states and control
actions of their in-neighbors on the network.
Assumption 1 guarantees that if synchronization on the
states happens, all followers will eventually synchronize to
the leader agent state.
Main objective:
Design a N control laws,
u1 = g1 (xm , um , x1 ) and ui = gi (xi , {uj , xj | (j, i) ∈
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where xm ∈ Rn is the reference state, and Am and bm are
its states matrix and input vector, respectively. This system
is associated with a cost functional for an optimal control
problem defined in the supplementary file. Suppose we have
off-the-shelf reinforcement learning strategies based on simulations on the reference model to generate a control policy
um (t) = π (xm (t)) to approximately solve optimization
problem.
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Figure 1. Block diagram DMRAC-RL with one leader and four
followers.

3. Distributed Model Reference Adaptive
Control with Reinforcement Learning
This section describes the proposed distributed multi-agent
reinforcement learning model reference adaptive control,
i.e., DMRAC-RL.
We consider a heterogeneous network of agents, where each
agent is represented by dynamics (1). The reference model
is described as in (2). In this specific case, each agent is
modeled as a second-order system. We pick a set of diagonal matrices Di ∈ Rn×n with diagonal entries denoted in
the supplementary file. The control law defined for the synchronization of the leader agent with respect to the reference
model is defined as
u1 = km xm + kr ξ,

(3)

where the adaptive gains km ∈ Rp × Rn is the constant associated with the reference states, kr ∈ Rp × Rq
is associated with the augmented reference signal ξ :=
um − b11 (Dm αrm )> e, with Dm the diagonal matrix of the
reference system. The adaptive laws are based on assumptions associated with matching conditions defined in the
supplementary file and are denoted as
>
>
k̇m
= −Γm x>
1 (x1 − xm ) P1 bm ,

k̇r = −γr ξ (x1 − xm ) P1 b>
m.

(4)
(5)

where the adaptive gains Γx  0 and γu > 0 are defined,
and P can be obtained by a linear Lyapunov function. The
proposition associated with this synchronization is found in
the supplementary file along with the subsequent simplest
case of a network of one leader and one follower.
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In a general distributed case, the control law used for the
synchronization of agents that do not have communication
with the reference is
āi ui =

N
X

>
aij kij
xj +kmi Ξi +

j=1

N
X

4. Simulation Results
Consider the following linear and nonlinear model of an
inverted pendulum

aij krij ξij , ∀i ∈ [2, . . . , N ],

ml2 θ̈ = mgl sin θ − bθ̇ + τ,

(10)

j=1

(6)
PN
PN
where Ξi = j=1 aij (xi − xj ), āi = j=1 aij and ξij :=
uj − b1j (Dj αrj )> eij . Using adaptive laws with eij = (xi −
xj ) in the same way
>
>
k̇ij
= − Γij x>
j Ξi Pi bm ,
>
>
k̇mi
= − Γm Ξ>
i Ξi Pi bm ,

k̇rij = −

γr ξij Ξi Pi b>
m.

(7)
(8)

Similarly, for follower agents i ∈ [2, . . . , N ], define Pi the
matrix for which
Pi AHi + A>
Hi Pi = −Qi ,

Qi  0,

(9)

where AHi := Am − h(Di αri )> .
Full proof can be found in Supplementary material Section
3, where an analysis of the selected Lyapunov function and
its derivative is performed along the defined error dynamics
eij . Moreover, we can state the main stability result of this
synchronization problem in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 hold. The dynamics generated by the set of agents in (1), with control law (3)
for the leader agent, and control law (6) for the followers, guarantee global uniform asymptotic synchronization,
i.e., limt→∞ keij (t)k = 0 and limt→∞ ke1 (t)k = 0, with
kxj (t)k < Mxj ∀t ∈ [0, T ] for a constant Mxj > 0.

where m is the pendulum mass, g is the gravitational constant, l is the length pendulum, τ is the force provided to the
system. The goal is to maintain a non-zero set-point for the
states θ, θ̇. The linearized system around the equilibrium
point is represented as
#
"
 
0
1
0
xi +
ẋi =
ui .
(11)
g
b
1
2
li
mi l
i

We use an off-the-shelf Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
Agent pre-trained policy from MATLAB®. This policy was
trained to swing up and balance an inverted pendulum. Parameter and training process details can be found in (Inc.,
2021). Figure 2 shows a trained pendulum simulation using
the mentioned reinforcement learning toolbox from MATLAB different variations of the parameters. Remarkably, the
percentage value indicates the absolute deviation from the
nominal parameters in the reference model. The pre-trained
policy stabilizes the pendulum around the equilibrium point
for the reference model. However, when the linear system
parameters are different from those used in the training
phase, the system might not converge to the equilibrium
point.

4

Proof. Assuming that the reference signal xm (t) are
bounded, from the described lemma it follows that the
synchronization error eij and constants kmi , kij , krij are
uniformly bounded. The dynamics of the reference and
the states are then also bounded, i.e., xj , ẋj , xm , ẋm are
bounded, and thus xi (t) = eij + xj (t) is bounded, and at
the same time it implies that ui (t) is bounded as well as
ẋi and ėij . To ensure uniform continuity of the Lyapunov
function derivative, its second derivative is
V̈ = −2

N X
N
X

aij e>
ij Qj eij ,

i=1 j=1

and is bounded because V (t) ≥ 0 and V̇ (t) ≤ 0. Thus,
from Barbalat’s Lemma we have that limt→∞ V̇ (t) = 0.
Therefore, we can conclude that limt→∞ keij (t)k = 0: the
synchronization error tends to zero globally, asymptotically,
and uniformly.
Theorem 1 guarantees the synchronization of a network of
heterogeneous agents to an RL-trained reference model.
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Figure 2. Nonlinear pendulum response with reinforcement learning strategy.

In the Supplementary material Section 4 we show experiments, to test the efficiency of the MRAC-RL technique
when the parameters of a follower system are modified, as
well as its initial conditions based on Figure 2. The test is
made for cases where the reference model has linear and
non-linear dynamics. Similarly, to validate the distributed
MRAC-RL strategy, we initially used a 6-node communication graph, where its response to a reference model with
linear and non-linear characteristics is evidenced. Here, we
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5. Conclusions
We proposed a distributed MRAC framework for the adaptive synchronization of networks of leader-followers heterogeneous agents using a control policy defined by an
RL-trained algorithm. The proposed DMRAC-RL uses an
internal loop that adjusts the policy for agents directly and
complements an external loop in an augmented input to
solve the distributed control problem. A stability analysis
using Lyapunov’s theory has been presented to guarantee
the convergence of the proposed algorithm. Numerical experiments, including linear and nonlinear reference models
for a network of pendulums, have been carried out, and
leader-follower synchronization has been achieved. Future
work should study the inclusion of disturbances in the model
and extensions to systems nonlinear dynamics both for the
leader and followers.
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